Rescue Wrap™
Inspection Camera Push Rod Reinforcement

Extends the life of pipe inspection camera push rod.

Rescue Wrap acts as a splint and protective layer for partially kinked, fatigued or worn sections of push rod.

On the job, if a weak section of functioning push rod has developed that will be a likely source of failure, a Rescue Wrap splint can be applied. In slightly less than an hour, you can have your push rod back on the job.

In the process of re-termination repairs, it has been a common practice to remove significant lengths of functional but fatigued push rod, in the effort to reduce the likelihood of another costly repair in the weakened area.

Rescue Wrap gives you the confidence to save rather than eliminate push rod. Weak areas of push rod can be reinforced at the same time as performing re-terminations or other repairs.

With use, all inspection camera push rods are likely to require replacement. Rescue Wrap provides an affordable means to prolong the life of the push rod before replacement becomes the best option.

When applied properly, the Rescue Wrap will:
- Strengthen a weakened section of push rod that would otherwise have been expected to fail.
- Extend the life of a worn push rod.

It will not repair a severe kink where the internal fiberglass push rod has been completely broken or when the electrical wires have been damaged. Re-termination or replacement of push rod will be necessary in such cases.